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Answer (4 ) Questions Only
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Q1:
Attach (أربط) various load resistors (1Ω, 10Ω, 100kΩ) to the circuit of

figure 1, for each load resistor calculate the (voltage and current) and power applying
Thevinin’s & super position theorems.

(15 mark)

Q2:

A. Define five only (التعریف بالقوانین ایضا مقبول ومفضل): magnetic flux density, phase angle ,
frequency, , current, Ohm’s law, electrical circuit’s elements.

B. In AC circuits explain  and  prove  that:
 The current and voltage waves of the resistance start and end at the same

time but it differ (یختلف) in amplitude (السعة).
 If a sin wave current pass through an inductance (L), the voltage wave is

before the current wave by ( π/2).
 The voltage wave in a capacitance (C) is delayed by (π/2) from the current

wave.
C. Calculate the electrical current in (Amper) consumed by a domestic heater of (3 kW),

if the voltage applied is 220 V.

Q3:

Find the current supplied by each battery in the circuit shown in figure 2 applying
Maxwell,s loop method.

Figure 2

Figure 1
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Q4: Find the current in 17Ω resister of the network shown in figure 3 by using

(∆ to Y ) delta to star transformation.

4Ω 41Ω 15Ω

2Ω 6Ω 15Ω 4Ω

6Ω 17Ω 11Ω

115v

Figure 3

Q5: ( answer three of the followings) :

A- Explain with drawings how the alternative current generated.
B- Compare the electrical circuit with the magnetic circuit.
C- Copper wire connected in parallel with aluminum wire , if the current in

each wire is the same prove that the resistance of  both wire is equal.
D- Explain the 2nd law of Kirchoff’s.

Good luck
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